It is proposed that the spin-glass phase is described by two order parameters q(x) = [(S;(0)S;(t")))»and )t(x) = j 0~) t(t) dt, that measure the relaxations of the average autocorrelation and susceptibility along macroscopic time scales, t", which are parametrized in a decreasing order by x@J. 0, 1] . The function q decays from a finite value at tq to zero at to, while g increases from g(1) to a value g(0) which is independent of temperature in the mean-field limit. The (i.e. , the purely static limit) whereas t, is the shortest one, which approaches the finite-time spectrum of the system. In general, if x&x', then I assume i, ,/i"-~as N-~. This leads to a generalized order parameter
The dynamic analog of q Ez is the time-persistent spin-spin correlations quiz= lim, " [(S, (0) x S, . (t)) ]. It was noted earlier' that the thermodynamic limit (N-~) is not uniquely defined unless one incorporates also the time decay of q EA in finite A'. Here I assume that this decay does not occur in a single (macroscopic) relaxation time but rather in a distribution of many large relaxation times, t", all of sehich become infinite in the thermodynamic limit, which I parametrize in a decreasing order by an arbitrary parameter 0 +x~1. The time to is the longest time scale (i.e. , the purely static limit) whereas t, is the shortest one, which approaches the finite-time spectrum of the system. In general, if x&x', then I assume i, ,/i"-~as N-~. This leads to a generalized order parameter q(x) = [(S, . (0)S,(t"))], which measures the amount of correlations which have not decayed at the time scale't". Thus, q(x) is a monotonic increasing function with a maximum value q(l) =q&"which is the frozen correlations measured in finite time. Another order parameter is 4(x) = TX(x) -(I -q Eg, where X(x) is the local susceptibility measured at the frequency 1 "=t",i.e. ,
The order parameter L(x) is the slow response due to overturning of large clusters, and hence is a decreasing function of x with its maximum value 6(0) in the purely static susceptibility X(0).
The functions q(x) and a( even the measurability of this relaxation may be questioned. On the other hand, in three-dimensional short-ranged systems, these long relaxation times may be finite even in the thermodynamic limit. Indeed, low-field magnetic measurements'" in spin-glasses do exhibit a slow relaxation of the susceptibility from a nonequilibrium value X, towards an equilibrium one~. The qualitative features of these susceptibilities suggest the identification of y, and y, with our susceptibilities g(0) and y(1), which then provides a simple way of measuring both q(l) and~(0) as a function of T. Finally, it is important to note that the predicted relaxation of y to the value g(0) = J ' occurs on the same time scale in which the autocorrelations decay completely to zero. This suggests that studies of the onset of SG transition by computer simulations' should concentrate on the time dependence of the actual response function rather than on that of the EA order parameter. I proceed to outline the derivation of these results.
Relaxational dynamics is introduced' for the infinite-ranged SG model' together with a local Gaussian noise y which simulates the approach to equilibrium.
We write the average dynamic auto- 
It has been noted' that because of the appearance of ill-defined products D6»q5(&u), the solution of Eqs. (10)- (12) =j, "q'(y)dy, a(x) =-J, 'n'(y)dy [dx-=1/k, f'(x) -= kf'(i)] which are equivalent to Eqs.
(1) and (2).
In terms of these functions, Eq. (11) reads
where z(x} has a Gaussian measure (z(x)z(x')&=6(x -x')q'(x) and m" is the value of the local magnetization which remains frozen at the time scale t", i.e. , dz(y) 1~z (y) m"fz}= g [, ] "-& -,
exp --dy, ( } tanh(H(zj) . (15) Equations (10) and (12}are now q(x) =(m, '&"
(17) where the last equality is derived by adding to H an infinitesimal field h"with a characteristic frequency v". Expansion of Eqs. (15)- (17) =-xq'(x) . In that case, however, the physical range of x is from x, = minj~8, '(x) (/q'(x)) to x, = max( I 6, '(x) I/q'(x)j. Thus the flat regions (x between 0 and x, or between x, and 1) which were the origin of the apparent instability' of Parisi 
